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Clusters and the Enterprise Europe Network
1. What does the EEN do?

2. How do we see it evolving in the future?

3. Synergies and cooperation with Clusters: some initial 
thoughts



The EEN
The world's largest support network for SMEs, created in 2008. Made up of:

• Chambers of commerce

• Innovation agencies

• Regional development agencies

• universities and research institutes, and others

Helps ambitious European businesses at their doorstep

• to innovate

• to increase their competitiveness

• to expand their business in Europe and beyond

EEN services are free of charge

All EEN services must have a European dimension & provide EU added value to clients.
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Based in Europe
and connected to the world



A broad range of services for 
growth-oriented SMEs

ADVISORY 

SUPPORT

Market intelligence

IPR expertise

Advice on EU laws and 

standards 

INNOVATION

SUPPORT

Access to finance and funding

Innovation Management 

Services

Technology transfer

INTERNATIONAL 

PARTNERSHIPS

Partnership database

Brokerage events

Company missions



Support

Finance

Information/

awareness 

raising
Advice

Partnerships

Opportunities

Innovation support

Capacity building
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Enterprise Europe Network services

17 key sectors

Women 

Entrepreneurship

Agrofood Automotive, Transport 

and Logistics

BioChemTech Creative 

Industries

Environment

Healthcare ICT Industry & 

Services

Intelligent 

Energy

Maritime Industry 

and Services

Materials Nano and micro 

technologies

Services and 

Retail

Sustainable 

Construction

Textile & Fashion Tourism and 

Cultural Heritage

Aeronautics 

and space



EEN global presence

Switzerland

Norway
Russia

Belarus

Georgia
Qatar

Tunisia
Egypt

Nigeria

Cameroon
Israel

Jordan
New Zealand

USA

Mexico

Argentina
Brazil

Chile

Peru
South Korea

India
Japan

China

Indonesia
Singapore

Taiwan
Vietnam

EU Member States +
Iceland

Albania
N-Macedonia

Montenegro

Bosnia Herz.

Armenia

Turkey
Moldova

Serbia

Ukraine
Kosovo

Business Cooperation Centres (BCCs) *

*not funded by EU

Canada and Uruguay joined recently



It works! Satisfied, successful SMEs

85%
SME

satisfaction
rate

SMEs
who use the Network 

grow on 

average
more than those 

who don't.

3%
points



Moving forward: the new EEN from 2022
• Call for proposals issued 12th May. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-

details/smp-cosme-2021-een-01

• “The Network should contribute to the objectives of the [Single Market Programme] by improving the competitiveness and sustainability of SMEs in 

Europe and promoting entrepreneurship. […] It should do so notably by: 

• Assisting them to become more economically, environmentally and socially sustainable;

• Supporting their digitalisation and greater resilience to shocks;

• Supporting their innovation and innovation processes;

• Facilitating their access to the Single Market and third country markets;

• Helping them to cooperate and where appropriate integrate with local, regional, national and European clusters, and industrial ecosys tems and global value chains.”

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/smp-cosme-2021-een-01


*Figures show number of EEN members in country 
rather than number of dedicated Sustainability Advisors, 
which in many cases will be more.

Sustainability 

Advisors 

and other 

sustainability 

services*

SME STRATEGY – UPGRADED ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK

Upgrade to existing 
Network: ”EEN 

Vision”

Cooperation and 
synergies with 

EDIH and ECCP 
on digital

Helping SMEs get 
benefits of Free 

Trade Agreements

The upgraded EEN| 12

NEW!

Cooperation with 

ECCP to address 

SME resilience



Considerable space for synergies and 
collaboration: Industrial Strategy Update

EEN Sustainability Advisors

Dedicated support through green tech 

clusters
Green transition

Digital transition

European Digital

Innovation Hubs

Joint Working Group to ensure 

seamless cooperation 

?

Open Strategic 

Autonomy
Reinforced joint actions to assist SMEs to 

address disruptions and vulnerabilities



CO-CREATION - action:
Europe’s SME and industry
support networks will join
forces to further promote the
uptake of distributed
production and storage
among all industrial actors in
the context of decarbonizing
electrification (with a special
focus on SMEs). The Smart Specialization Initiative identifies and fosters networks on technology

infrastructures through the uptake of key enabling technologies and active stakeholder
engagement – its activities could further strengthen collaborations in the context of
decarbonizing electrification.

The Enterprise Europe Network will roll-out Sustainability Advisors which will guide
SMEs in the sustainable transition and give advice, among others, on energy efficiency.
The EEN also has a sector group on “Intelligent energy” which gathers members
specialized in alternative sources of energy - this group is already particularly active in
the promotion of green energy sources among its client SMEs.

The European Cluster Collaboration Platform with its network of 250
cleantech clusters, its European Resource Efficiency Knowledge Center
and the Advanced Technologies for Industries (ATI) Technology Centres
offers not only technical assistance to industry clusters to put in place
initiatives for the green transition but also access to the state-of-the-art
knowledge and technologies to improve circularity and resource efficiency.

Example of synergies: decarbonisation
DECARBONISATION PATHWAYS - objective: increase the volume of decarbonized electricity available to industrial consumers and 
create an integrated energy system by involving all industrial actors and stakeholders from big industry players, business clusters and 
networks, to innovative SMEs and start-ups



Cooperation is NOT an option
• SMEs have suffered hardest of all in the crisis

• We have a duty to pull out all the stops to 
help them

• Provide seamless service and information to 
SMEs, including in cooperation with other 
programmes and networks (e.g. EDIH) 

• Integral part of delivery of Industrial Strategy

41%

31%

23%

5%0%

Business operations affected
Strongly
affected
Moderately
affected
Slightly affected

Not affected

No reply

34%

31%

17%

13%
6%

Plan in place to handle supply chain 
disruption

No, my company made a plan during the
crisis

No

Yes,  before the crisis

No reply

I do not know


